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                                            CUSTOM
DESIGNED FOR

                                            STABILITY &
LONGER LIFE                    
                                            

                                            
                                            Extruders from Berlyn ECM are custom designed for a variety of materials, speeds, temperatures and pressures
                                            
      
                                            LEARN MORE                                  
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                                            INCREASE
AUTOMATION,

                                            IMPROVE
CONSISTENCY                    
                                            

                                            
											Berlyn ECM's Continuous Filters simplify the process of removing undesired particles from melt polymers 
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                                    HYDRAULIC SLIDE PLATE SCREEN CHANGERS

                                    Introduce a clean screen pack without shutting down an operating extrusion line
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                                    CONTINUOUS FILTERS

                                    Increase automation and improve process consistency
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                                    PELLETIZING DIES

                                    Precisely control over the flow of polymer; adaptable to a variety of applications
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                                    EXTRUDERS

                                    Greater stability and longer system life help maintain a healthy bottom line
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                                    WATER BATHS

                                    Water baths can make thousands of dollars of difference in any plastics extrusion operation.
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                                    AIR STRIPPERS

                                    The removal of water from products is essential to all plastics processing operations.
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                                    LAB STRAND PELLETIZERS

                                    Engineered to enhance the safety, efficiency and profitability of your plastics processing operation.
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                                    CALCINATORS

                                    An efficient method of removing plastic from extrusion and injection molding machine components
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                                    UNDERWATER PELLETIZERS

                                    Designed to utilize less floor space for a more economical & compact process operation
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                                    HOT FACE PELLETIZERS

                                    Process difficult materials that are sensitive to traditional pelletizing systems
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                                    EXTRUSION SYSTEMS

                                    We can supply your organization with complete turnkey systems for your plastic processing operation
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                                    VERTICAL SCREW FEED SYSTEMS

                                    A unique design ensures ease of operation as well as efficient material transfer
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                    EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERING, QUALITY & SERVICE FOR PLASTIC PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
                                                                                                                                                                                         							       
                    Extruders, compounders and recyclers throughout the world count on plastics processing equipment from Berlyn ECM. We're the first call for plastic processing equipment for 4 reasons:  

                    	Expert engineering capabilities for the highest quality equipment
	A one-stop-shop for complete plastics processing solutions
	Dedicated to providing outstanding customer service
	Over 60+ combined years of industry experience
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                                	If you'd like to learn more about Berlyn ECM's industry leading products and services, we invite you to contact us directly via phone or email.  We can't wait to connect with you!
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                CONTACT US
                

            	
                
                Phone: (508) 852-0040

                Fax: (508) 852-0050

                Send us an email
                
                
                
            
    
            
            	
                VISIT US
                

            	
                330 Tacoma Street #1

				Worcester, MA 01605

                Driving Directions            
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